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Abstract

Distributed cooperative systems that use event notifica-
tion for communication can benefit from event correlation
within the notification network. In the presence of uncer-
tain data, however, correlation results easily become unreli-
able. The handling of uncertainty is therefore an important
challenge for event correlation in distributed event notifica-
tion systems. In this paper, we present a generic correlation
model that is aware of uncertainty. We propose uncertainty
constraints that event correlation can take into account and
show how they can lead to higher confidence in the corre-
lation result. We demonstrate that the application of this
model allows to obtain a qualitative description of event
correlation.

1. Introduction

Cooperating processes have to exchange information in
order to provide a distributed service. Using an event notifi-
cation service offers many benefits in establishing commu-
nication which fits the requirements of a cooperative sys-
tem. Participants can obtain information by performing
subscription and need to know neither which process ac-
tually provides such information, nor how to find such a
process [7]. In fact, its asynchronous way of communica-
tion supports cooperative systems to scale well [12]. Event
services can combine subscriptions and multiplex notifica-
tions, thus reducing the overall message load within the sys-
tem. Not surprisingly, publish/subscribe-based implemen-
tations of event notification have proven useful for many
applications like the observation of stock exchange [11],
traffic management [20], person tracking [22] or telephone
fraud detection [23].

Some applications require event correlation in addition
to event notification. For instance, business applications in-
tegrate events that are issued by workflow machines, data
warehouses and RFID readers. Such events origin from

multiple data sources or even from different networks, but
they are related to each other. Most of the present event ser-
vices therefore offer an event correlation service. It creates
composite event messages out of correlated basic events and
performs correlation not at the subscriber’s site, but within
the notification network [18, 16, 22, 5, 25]. Even if multi-
ple subscriptions to a composite event exist, its correlation
is performed only once. The correlation of events is tested
close to their publishers, and only in case of detection a sin-
gle composite event message is submitted to subscribers.
Consequently, event correlation services reduce the overall
communication load of the cooperative system and take the
burden of the correlation process from subscribers.

Applications assume that they can trust in the correlation
service’s results. However, a correlation cannot be detected
(or denied) for sure, if the data, which the service has to cor-
relate, contains uncertain values instead of definite ones. In
event services, for example, the time at which events occur
may be uncertain, and temporal correlation of events yields
ambiguous results if their order cannot be determined. In
sensor networks, correlation is unreliable, because data suf-
fers from quantisation and sampling errors, while arithmetic
and relational operators process their operands as if they
were definite.

A correlation service should consider the possible am-
biguity of the correlation, otherwise it might erroneously
detect or deny a correlation between data. The subscriber
then could not be confident in the correlations provided, and
is even left without a hint to what extent the service’s re-
sults are unreliable. Even if the relevant correlations were
marked unreliable by the correlation service, the lack of a
probability measure that the correlation is right or wrong
makes the result difficult to interpret.

Present event correlation services mostly offer best ef-
fort correlation. They make no quality-of-service guaran-
tees, and in turn they do not exploit uncertainty restrictions
obtained from cooperating components to its full extent. In
this paper, we show that better event correlation is possi-
ble if relevant characteristics of the notification service and
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the data publisher are taken into account. In Section 2, we
present existing approaches for event correlation. In Sec-
tion 3, we present our approach to reliable event correlation
wich is based on the use of uncertainty restrictions. In Sec-
tion 4, we demonstrate how our proposed correlation model
can quantify the uncertainty of its results.

2. Approaches dealing with uncertainty

2.1. Active databases

In active databases, events can trigger defined actions.
For actions that require more than one event to happen, com-
posite events were introduced. They result from the occur-
rence of correlated basic database events. Several sets of
correlation operators and rules for their evaluation (correla-
tion algebras) have been proposed, and for the detection of
composite events finite state automatons (Ode [15]), a vari-
ation of coloured petri nets (SAMOS [14]), tables, triggers
and procedures (Amit [2]) or event trees and graphs (Snoop
[8]) are used. None of the detection procedures take into
account that the occurrence and the attribute values of con-
stituent basic events may be uncertain.

Enhancements of composite event detection have been
proposed. In Snoop, contexts decide which event instances
are selected from an event history, if the same correlation
can be multiply detected, but they are not designed to re-
ject unreliable correlations. Subsequently, SnoopIB [1] in-
troduced occurrence intervals for composite events, but the
timestamps of basic events were assumed to be definite.

Altogether, event detection in databases does not assume
imprecise values. The occurrence of database events (that
refer to object state, transactions and procedure execution)
is rarely uncertain. However, there is ongoing work on
probabilistic databases. The probability of a tuple to belong
to a relation is derived from the probability of the event that
lead to its insertion in [13]. Others annotate values with
probabilities [10], with discrete probability distributions [3]
or with uncertainty intervals and continuous probability dis-
tributions [9]. There is no comprehensive study on the effect
of probability on database event detection.

2.2. Notification services

In publish/subscribe-based implementations of event ser-
vices [21], a subscriber process can benefit from the pub-
lished data of remote processes by expressing its interest
in it (subscribe) while being fully ignorant of the identity
and the location of possible publishers. Thus, cooperating
entities stay decoupled in several aspects [11], and event
notification scales in large systems [12].

Present event-based systems that support composite
events mainly focus on temporal relations between events.

The semantic of operators for temporal event correlation
definition has been studied for COBEA [18], for Rebeca and
CREAM [5], in ECCO [25] and by other authors [16, 22].
The Nexus event service provides correlation of spatial
events [4]. Some event correlation languages allow to spec-
ify restrictions on arbitrary attributes. The framework pre-
sented in [22] allows to require the equality of attributes.
The GEM language [19] allows a number of predicates over
attributes.

Concerning correlation reliability, Schwiderski [23] de-
scribed how events with uncertain timestamps can be
reliably ordered in a distributed system where the 2g-
precedence model holds, but correlations might still be
proven erroneous by messages with long lantency. The au-
thors of ECCO [25] address uncertainty with point-interval-
based timestamps for single events and durations for com-
posite events, but overlapping intervals are solved using a
tie-breaker convention [22] so that correlation detection can
be incorrect. In Rebeca, policy-conform event consumption
is achieved using accuracy intervals for timestamps that es-
tablish a partial event order, and a guaranteed stable past
where no more events messages will ever be inserted [17].
The authors assume that the network maintains the order of
event messages, and that a correlator knows all publishers
of the basic events needed for correlation.

2.3. Discussion

The introduction of accuracy intervals for timestamps in
distributed event systems and the research on probabilistic
databases demonstrate that the existence of uncertainty of
data is an issue [13, 10, 3, 9]. In both areas it has been
understood that data uncertainty requires appropriate mea-
sures for data correlation, and that a change of the event
operator semantics is inevitable. While in active databases,
inaccuracy intervals and probability distributions reflect the
uncertainty of any attribute, in notification systems, only
for the time at which events occur accuracy intervals have
been proposed. Moreover, in probabilistic databases, oper-
ators yield a probability for the tuples in resulting relations,
while event correlation limits itself to recompute composite
events’ timestamps and to discard uncertain temporal cor-
relations. However, a correlation service can yield optimal
results and quantify ambiguity in the presence of uncertain
data, if it takes uncertainty restrictions into account.

3. Correlation in the view of uncertainty

3.1. Framework

Consider a distributed system where every node can be a
publisher, subscriber or correlator. Event messages are sets
of typed attributes with values, and the occurence time is
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one attribute within the event message, so that contentual
and temporal correlation do not differ from each other. Fur-
thermore, each message has an optional marker which is
either “definite” or “ambiguous”, and a floating-point value
“probability”, the range of which is [0, 1]. Their purpose
will be explained later.

We define the language CD of correlation definitions re-
cursively as follows:

1. A n-ary predicate on attributes of an unlimited number
of events is a correlation definition.

2. A propositional formula on correlation definitions is a
correlation definition.

The evaluation of a correlation definition cd ∈ CD can
be described in terms of predicate logic. It requires an inter-
pretation M , which is a structure consisting of the domain
d (which in our case is the set of attributes of event mes-
sages that have been published), and an interpretation func-
tion. Correlation is performed using an assignment s. The
assignment maps the attributes from cd to the set of mes-
sage attributes d. We define EM cd,s to be the minimal set
of event messages where the attributes from the image of s
belong to.

For example, the correlation of two events A and B with
the semantic “A occurred before B” can be defined as cd =
before(A, B). Assume that the domain consists of three
time attributes t1 = 1, t2 = 1 and t3 = 2 which come from
three event messages M1, M2 and M3. The interpretation
function maps (A, B) to all pairs (ti, tj) of attributes for
which ti < tj holds, which are (t1, t3) and (t2, t3). Let the
selection function s be defined like s : A �→ t1, B �→ t3.
Now one can say that using the assingment s, cd evaluates
to true under the interpretation M (written: M |=s cd).
The set EM before(A,B),{A �→t1,B �→t3} contains {M1, M3}.

Generally, event correlation EC is then a mapping

EC : EM cd,s �→
{

yes, if M |=s cd
no, otherwise

Informally, event correlation yields yes on a set of event
messages if a correlation description comes true using the
values of the event message attributes, and it yields no, oth-
erwise. This is analogous to event correlation in conven-
tional correlation services.

Algorithm 1 shows a generic algorithm to perform event
correlation. The application of a consumption policy [8] in
line 6 can make correlation more efficient, because it allows
only a subset of EM cd,s to be correlated (e.g. only the
oldest out of multiple instances of the same event type). Of
course, for efficiency reasons, actual correlation detection
avoids to evaluate all correlation definitions on all events
whenever a new basic event is detected. Several approaches
have been mentioned in Section 2.

Algorithm 1 Generic event correlation

1: EM ← ∅ // set of event messages
2: upon reception of event E do
3: EM = EM ∪ E
4: for all cd do // cd – correlation descriptions
5: for all s do // s – assignments
6: apply consumption policy on EM cd,s

7: correlate(EM cd,s);
8: end for
9: end for

10: end do
function correlate(attributeSet EM cd,s)
{

1: if EC(EM cd,s) == yes then
2: create composite event CE from EM cd,s

3: end if
}

3.2. Provision of uncertainty restrictions

Our approach to increase the reliability of event correla-
tion is twofold. First, we ensure that the correlation service
does not handle uncertain data as if it were certain. If the
correlated data were uncertain, then in most cases the cor-
relation result will be uncertain as well, and the correlation
service has to notify this uncertainty to the subscribers.

Second, we ensure that the correlation service takes into
account as many restrictions on uncertainty as are provided
by the sources of uncertainty. If the uncertainty of the cor-
related data was limited, then in some cases the correla-
tion result might become certain, and the correlation ser-
vice can provide more “definite” composite events. If the
uncertainty of the correlated data can be measured with a
probability distribution, then the correlation result can be
annotated with a probability of occurrence.

In our model, uncertainty restrictions refer to attributes
of event messages. As stated earlier, this includes also the
occurrence time. We consider two generic, non-exclusive
ways in which uncertainty restrictions on event attributes
can be specified:

1. limit: A restriction on the domain of the attribute. Only
the values from a restricted domain can possibly have
occurred. If the domain is a set, the limit is specified
by definition of a subset. If the domain is a partially
ordered set, then the limit can be specified by an upper
and lower bound of an interval. Only values within the
specified interval can have occurred.

2. distribution: A measure for each possible value that
it actually occurred. The probability distribution is
represented by a probability mass function (pmf) if it
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is descrete, while the probability distribution is repre-
sented by a probability density function (pdf) if it is
continuous.

Note that a limit can indicate the absence of uncertainty if it
is represented as a set of cardinality 1 or if it is represented
as an interval of length 0. The same holds if no limit is
specified, but the distribution is defined on one single value
and yields 1.

3.3. Correlation that takes uncertainty and
uncertainty restrictions into account

Recall that for uncertainty-aware and restriction-aware
correlation, there are two requirements. The first require-
ment is that the correlation service does not handle uncer-
tain data as if it was certain. The event correlation algorithm
must evaluate to “uncertain” if it can neither detect nor deny
that a set of events is correlated with respect to the correla-
tion definition cd. The second requirement is that the corre-
lation service takes into account uncertainty restrictions and
that the correlation algorithm provides the probability of the
correlation as a side effect, if it can be computed.

In order to describe evaluation in terms of predicate
logic, we have to redefine the interpretation of corre-
lation definitions to M̂ . Its domain d̂ is a set of tu-
ples (attribute, limit, distribution) where the attributes
are all event message attributes as before, and limit and
distribution are uncertainty restrictions.

In order to fulfill the first requirement we introduce a
ternary logic with a third truth value unknown, because the
evaluation of a correlation definition under M̂ must yield
unknown if it is neither true nor false. Predicate and
junctor semantics and their evaluation mechanism have to
be changed to suit ternary logic. The membership of M̂
and cd to the “satisfaction” relation |= under an assignment
s can then be true, false or unknown.

In order to fulfill the second requirement we enhance
predicate and junctor semantics and their evaluation mech-
anisms so that they can combine limits and distributions
that belong to the correlated event message attributes. The
evaluation of a correlation description under an interpreta-
tion and an assignment provides a probability for the cor-
relation which is accessible with the function probability :
EM cd,s �→ correlationProbability. As an option, a prob-
ability threshold can be attached to each correlation descrip-
tion which can be accessed with the function threshold :
cd �→ correlationThreshold.

The changes mentioned above allow for the redefinition
of event correlation as uncertainty-aware (ua-EC):

ua-EC : EM cd,s �→



yes, if M̂ |=s cd

no, if M̂ �s cd
uncertain, otherwise

Algorithm 2 ua-correlate(attributeSet EM cd,s)

1: if ua-EC(EM cd,s) == yes then
2: create composite event CE from EM cd,s

3: CE.mark← “definite”
4: else if ua-EC(EM cd,s) == uncertain then
5: if probability(EM cd,s) > threshold(cd) then
6: create composite event CE from EM cd,s

7: CE.mark← “ambiguous”
8: CE.probability← probability(EM cd,s)
9: end if

10: end if

Within the event correlation algorithm (Algorithm 1), the
correlate function from line 7 is changed as shown in Al-
gorithm 2. This algorithm suppresses composite events that
have a probability that is less than a threshold that was
specified for the correlation description cd.

3.4. Benefits

Within the new correlation model, event message at-
tributes can be annotated with uncertainty restrictions in a
way that the attributes are certain. The advantage is that
only if such data is correlated, the resulting composite event
is “definite”, which strengthens the subscribers confidence
in event correlation. A correlation service that takes uncer-
tainty into account is correct with respect to definite detec-
tions, because no ambiguous correlation is marked “defi-
nite”.

Correlation on values with limited deviation can result in
an “ambiguous” detection, but in some cases predicates on
values definitely hold or do not hold although values are un-
certain (for example, if limitation intervals can be ordered,
or if limitation subsets are disjoint). A correlation service
that takes all limits into account is complete with respect to
definite detections, because it reports the maximal possible
number of “definite” composite event messages. In addi-
tion, event correlation services that take limits into account
can derive deviation limits for composite event attributes.

Event correlation on values that have a probability dis-
tribution result in an “ambiguous” correlation detection, al-
though there is a measure for ambiguity. Event correlation
achieves its best results if probability measures are provided
together with limits. A correlation service that takes mea-
sures and limits into account provides not only the maximal
possible number of “definite” composite event messages,
but also an indication about the degree of ambiguity for the
remaining “ambiguous” correlation detections. A correla-
tion service that takes all uncertainty restrictions into ac-
count is preserving because information about the degree of
ambiguity of the correlation detection is preserved for the
subscriber.
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An example where the correlation service can take ad-
vantage of probabilistic measures together with deviation
limits is the evaluation of the predicate less(f, g) where
f and g are within an ordered set. If the uncertainty of f
and g is restricted with limits of width larger than 0, then
f and g are effectively represented by two inaccuracy inter-
vals [fl, fh] and [gl, gh]. Inaccuracy intervals are only par-
tially ordered, so that a predicate less([·], [·]) that is defined
on intervals evaluates to unknown if the intervals intersect.

First, assume fh < gl, i.e. there is no intersection. Then
less(f, g) =true, although the involved attributes f and
g were uncertain. Taking the uncertainty restrictions into
account allowed the correlation detection to be certain.

Now assume that the inaccuracy intervals of f and g in-
tersect, so that no certain correlation detection is possible.
Assume that a distribution for f within its inaccuracy inter-
val is given by the the non-negative Lebesgue-integrable pdf
f(x), and that the distribution for g within its inaccuracy in-
terval is given by the non-negative Lebesgue-integrable pdf
g(x).

Under the assumption that fl < gl, there is a subinter-
val [fl, gl] where the intervals of both values do not inter-
sect. The probability that the actual value of f is within this
subinterval is

P (f ≤ gl) = F (gl) =

Z gl

fl

f(x)dx. (1)

There is an additional probability that the actual value of f
is within the intersection subinterval [gl, fh] but is still less
than the actual value of g:

P (gl ≤ f ≤ g) =

Z fh

gl

f(x)

„Z gh

x

g(y)dy

«
dx (2)

The overall probability that the actual value of f is less than
the actual value of g is then

P (f < g) = P (f ≤ gl) + P (gl ≤ f ≤ g). (3)

Thus, uncertainty restrictions and their appropriate use
allow to make statements about conditions while correlation
services that are not aware of probability distributions can
only detect ambiguity, if at all. Note, though, that even an
enhanced correlation detection cannot yield better results if
the event sources do not provide limits or distributions for
the values contained within the event message.

4. Case study: The use of service guarantees

We now provide a case study for temporal correlation
which demonstrates how the use of uncertainty restrictions
helps to give probability estimations, which increases the
confidence of a subscriber in the correlation result.

The use of probability measures allow for an estimation
of how probable an event order is, although their occur-
rence time intervals intersect. Assume that the correlation
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Figure 1. Two probability distributions

service received two events f and g where the occurrence
time Tf of event f is in [−2.5,−0.5], and the occurrence
time Tg of event g is in [−1, 0]. As the intervals over-
lap, it cannot be detected for sure that f occurred before
g. However, given a pdf f(x) = − 3

4x2 − 9
4x − 15

16 for Tf

and a pdf g(x) = −6x2 − 6x for Tg (cf. Figure 1) we can
compute the probability that event f occurred before event
g according to equation 3:

P (Tf < Tg) = P (Tf ≤ −1.0) + P (−1.0 ≤ Tf ≤ Tg)

=
∫ −1

−2.5

f(x)dx +
∫ −0.5

−1

f(x)
(∫ 0

x

g(y)dy

)
dx ≈ 0.98

If, on the contrary, uniform distribution was assumed
lacking an appropriate distribution, then

P (Tf < Tg) =
3
4

+
3
16

=
15
16
≈ 0.94

which means that the subscriber has 4 percent points less
confidence that f occurred before g. The use of all uncer-
tainty restrictions that are provided is indeed advantageous.

5. Conclusion

Dealing with uncertain data is a major challenge in co-
operative systems. In this paper we addressed event corre-
lation in the presence of uncertain event data. We proposed
an event correlation model that uses uncertainty restrictions
provided by cooperating components, and showed how their
use leads to different degrees of confidence in the correla-
tion result. We find that by using this model, incorrect corre-
lation detections can be avoided, the number of ambiguous
detections can be minimized, and for ambiguous detection,
a probability measure can be provided in order to quantify
ambiguity.

Our future work will include the analysis of the perfor-
mance and cost of uncertainty-aware correlation and the in-
vestigation of methods that support efficient correlation. As
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we rely on restrictions provided by the the sources of uncer-
tainty, a challenge is to make them capable of giving guar-
antees in the first place. Event notification services that are
aware of quality of service already exist [6]. If the notifi-
cation system provides only probabilistic latency bounds as
a service guarantee, then uncertainty restrictions would be
uncertain themselves. In the context of the SpoVNet [24]
project which aims to provide spontaneous, flexible and
adaptive establishment of services, we plan to further in-
vestigate how event notification service can provide such
uncertain restrictions. Finally, the use of such guarantees
as uncertainty restrictions will also allow us to verify the
propositions of this paper within the SpoVNet framework.
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